The LKB Ultrolab Diluter is one of the fastest and most accurate diluters on the market. It will siphon up a preset volume of a sample liquid and flush it out with a preset volume of a reagent at a rate of up to 1200 times an hour.

The Ultrolab Diluter can also be used as a dispenser, to dispense one or two reagents at the same high rate.

Each pump is permanently preset to deliver 10 different volumes, which can be selected by merely pressing a pushbutton. Three pumps are available to choose from, giving in all a choice of volumes from 10 µl to 3000 µl. These are high-precision pumps, with an accuracy of ±1% and a reproducibility of ±0.5%. Tight, leak-free operation is achieved by employing smooth, sapphire pump plungers. Operation is simple. To change over pumps you just press a button and remove the pump, complete with reagent bottle. You can immediately begin dilution or dispensing for a different type of analysis by plugging in a spare pump with a new type of reagent. A convenient hand pipette and a foot pedal control are available as optional items.

LKB Instruments Inc.
12221 Parklawn Drive, Rockville MD, 20852
11744 Wilshire Blvd, Los Angeles Calif. 90025
6600 West Irving Park Road, Chicago III. 60634
260 North Broadway, Hicksville N.Y. 11801
Meet the top-loaders that carry a lot of weight, particularly with people who have important weighing work to do — the Sartorius Series 2250 Balances.

These dependable, extremely accurate instruments have net capacities ranging from 160 g to 5000 g, with accuracies from 1 mg to 0.1 g. All 2250's have all-digital readout and huge optical scales with large numerals for easy reading, even under adverse lighting. They have no discernible swing or deviation from the indicated weight, and all models in this series provide mechanical taring. Some models even feature automatic levelling systems, electrical output for external control or print out of results, and special tolerance weighing facilities. In short, there is a Sartorius 2250 top-loader to meet virtually every non-analytical laboratory weighing situation, including direct weighing of unknowns and animals; rapid weighing-in of powders, liquids, granulated materials or fabricated parts; tolerance weighings; even below-balance weighings.

Choosing which model best suits your particular weighing requirements is probably the most serious problem you'll ever encounter with a Sartorius top-loader. The solution to that one is in our comprehensive new balance catalog. For your free copy, just write: Sartorius Division, Brinkmann Instruments, Cantiague Road, Westbury, N.Y. 11590.

Sartorius balances
Leitz Diavert for transmitted light.

You can attach the Ploem vertical fluorescence illuminator in less than two minutes.
Concanavalin A
Concanavalin 63 Ni
Fucose Binding Protein
Wheat Germ Agglutinin
Soy Bean Agglutinin
Agarose-bound Lectins
FITC Lectins

In 1970 the Miles Yeda group pioneered the introduction of commercially available lectin: CONCANAVALIN A. Our commitment to filling your needs and continuing two-way dialog with the research community has resulted in the availability of additional lectins. Dr. Moshe Rashi, working with colleagues at the Weizmann Institute, has developed and prepared a wide range of high purity lectins. He is actively interested in learning of your interest in our existing line of new products. For a comprehensive bibliography on Lectins, a brochure on our available products or if you have a specific interest in any particular application call or write to the office nearest you.
A 100-watt bulb consumes as much power as the magnet in our NMR Spectrometers.

The Model R32 NMR Spectrometer is the first high-field instrument designed with the chemist in mind. This 90 MHz Spectrometer for $^1$H, $^{19}$F and $^{31}$P studies combines rugged construction, high stability and ease of operation. A Triple Resonance Accessory provides automatic field frequency lock and makes double resonance experiments such as spin tickling and INDORE part of the day's routine.

Variable temperature operation down to $-100 \, ^\circ \text{C}$ is achieved without the use of liquid nitrogen.

Since Perkin-Elmer's entire line of NMR Spectrometers employs permanent magnets, the only power required for the magnet is for thermostating and supplying the Golay coils*. They need no troublesome cooling water and no noisy water refrigerator.

In fact, the savings in operating costs alone could pay for the cost of the instrument in as little as 7 years.

But economical operation is only one of the many benefits you get with our permanent magnet Spectrometers. Others are: unmatched resolution stability; amazing ease of setup; and high throughput.

If you are planning to add to your current NMR capabilities or just getting into NMR, it will pay you to get more information on the entire Perkin-Elmer line of permanent magnet NMR Spectrometers.

Instrument Division, Perkin-Elmer Corporation, Main Avenue, Norwalk, Conn. 06856.

*Perkin-Elmer patent numbers 3,515,079 and 3,622,869.

PERKIN-ELMER
Committed to helping your samples tell you more.
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If LA RECHERCHE has an international readership, it's probably simply because its contents is international. You'll find well known French authors in LA RECHERCHE:

Enough name-dropping. Distinguished names are not sufficient to make a good publication. (Some of our predecessors prove this.) Written by scientists for scientists, LA RECHERCHE covers everything from biochemistry to astrophysics. But it does not stop at doling out monthly slices of a cake baked of arbitrarily selected "good" articles.

You see, we think that LA RECHERCHE is the best interdisciplinary monthly. But, as its publishers, we have our prejudices.

What do you think? Even if your French is a little rusty, you can judge for yourself - free of charge - over a period of 3 months. All you need to do is fill in and return the coupon below.

Special offer
limited to residents of United States

I wish to receive the next 3 issues of LA RECHERCHE on a trial basis. If interested, I'll settle your invoice on receipt of the third issue and benefit from the special subscription rate of $17 instead of the usual $23 for a year's volume of 11 issues. Otherwise I'll keep the 3 issues received at no charge to me.
Know the land and the people*

Land

Imagery from satellites and aircraft utilizes our products. Let the benefits fall where they may.

The Sahara is expanding. Millions are suffering in West Africa. Where the sand blows, the land was once green, just as all the Sahara was in prehistory, before man turned from hunting to herding.

On April 20, 1973, NASA's ERTS caught this image from 567 miles high over the Mali-Niger border. Both are large countries drying up. Note the faint hexagon at bottom center. Its great significance was not understood. Turned out to have been drawn in five years with barbed wire that kept ruminants out long enough for grass seed dropped by the wind to do its work. Now the Niger government may convince its herdsmen citizens that barbed wire and range management threaten their way of life far less than would acceptance of employment as haulers of concrete for damming rivers.

In the U.S.A., where beautifully marbled beef is much prized, the feedlots where that beef is finished for market carry up to 200 animals per acre. Herding reaches its pinnacle. The herdman must now worry about what comes out of the beasts as well as what to put into them. A stationary 100,000 cattle on 500 arid acres limits ground cover to salt-tolerant vegetation. In non-arid country runoff may pollute water supplies far away. Vegetation patterns, drawn by nutrients and salt and photographed from the air, can guide the feedlot operator on expanding or moving the operation.

Or so it would appear from a paper entitled "Remote Sensing for Detecting Feedlot Runoff." The American Society of Photogrammetry chose it for an award as the best photogrammetry paper by a college undergraduate. For a reprint write Kodak, Dept. 55W, Rochester, N.Y. 14650.

People

How to give them a better-than-offhand talk:

1. Think about:
   - What do they have in common?
   - Why are they coming?
   - How much do they know already?
   - How much more do they want to know?
   - What attitudes will they bring with them?
   - What do I want to change or accomplish with my message?

2. Get a pack of 4" x 6" index cards.

3. Draw a large box in the upper left-hand corner of a card. In that box draw a crude sketch of what comes into your mind when you concentrate on one of the principal points you want to make. It may be a chart, clipping, symbol, diagram, or a photo of a person, place, or thing. Underneath state the point in as few words as needed to cue yourself to the thought.

4. Do a similar card about the thought that leads into the thought you have just expressed. Now do one about the thought that follows the first one. Keep going like that.

5. When you run out of ideas to tack on ahead or behind, think of the important points that haven't fallen into sequence yet. Make cards for them. *Always work up the sketch before the words.* (If lively words flow out of you too easily to work that way, probably anything you'd say on any subject would fascinate any audience. In that case you hardly need any of this advice.)

6. Arrange the cards on a table in an order that makes sense.

7. Now get critical. Is the development of the ideas too plodding? Would some other scheme of arranging the cards liven up the beginning and the end? Which cards should be tossed out? Where are you skipping too fast? Where are you trying to pack too much into a single card? Make out the additional cards you need.

8. Now get critical about your stack of cards from the standpoint of practicability. Some of your sketches would take too much time and art talent to turn into presentable slides. Substitute images easier to obtain from internal sources or the public domain. If you are on your own for this, a Kodak Ektographic Visualmaker kit can much simplify your slide-making problems, both in copying extant material and in snapping originals.

9. Run through the talk. Make believe your sketches are already slides on the screen. Speak from the cues you've written under the sketches. (When you give the actual talk, the slides themselves may suffice as cues. Then you wouldn't be reading at all. Why assemble an audience just to hear you read?)

10. Decide whether you have too much or too little material. Discard or add cards accordingly.

11. Now you are ready to prepare your slides. Worst of the pitfalls is type or other detail that the important but shy people in the back row can't quite make out on the screen. To avoid this and other mistakes, send for the free Kodak publication "Slides with a Purpose." Address request to Dept. 55Z, Kodak, Rochester, N.Y. 14650. We'll throw in literature about the Kodak Visualmaker and other handy products.

12. You're on!

13. You're great!

---

*A service mark of Eastman Kodak Company. It will be our theme for the nation's bicentennial. It summarizes much of our reason for existence.*
Polaroid announces a pack film

Empty shell of the sea butterfly CLIO CUSPIDATA, 20x.
Photographed by Fritz Goro.
Our new secretin may be synthetic. But to a rat’s pancreas, it’s the real McCoy.

In recent tests, our synthetic secretin was found to achieve maximum secretory response in rats and dogs. This material currently has a potency of 1.5 to 2.0 Units per microgram with no inhibition of maximum secretory response. (1) (2)

This is good news for researchers who’ve had previous problems in obtaining and using commercial secretin. Especially since Schwarz/Mann is able to produce this new synthetic in virtually unlimited quantities.

Now research facilities can expand investigations into this important hormone, particularly as it relates to such areas as peptic ulcer management, diagnosis of pancreatic disorders, and other clinical areas.

Secretin is widely acknowledged to be a key in the understanding of peptic ulcers, a disorder that affects approximately four million people in the United States alone. Secretin has been shown to be an effective inhibitor of gastric acid secretion, a primary factor in the development of peptic ulcer.

If you’d like literature on Schwarz/Mann synthetic secretin including product data analyses, write: Schwarz/Mann, Mountain View Avenue, Orangeburg, New York 10962, Division of Becton, Dickinson and Company.


Schwarz/Mann
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The Right Text at the Right Time!

Turk et al:

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE

Here's the first text of its kind for an important new discipline—Environmental Science. Its authors have adhered to the highest standards of pedagogic excellence in their logical dissection of ecological problems. Biological, chemical, physical, geological and engineering principles unfold for the student, through the book's carefully designed sequences, thus allowing the reader's knowledge to build upon itself. Significant social and economic issues are incorporated within each separate topic, and a complete overview of this nation's and the world's economic and social policy is examined in the final chapter.

An Instructor's Manual is available.

By Amos Turk, City College of the City University of New York; Jonathan Turk, Naturalist; Janet Turk Wittes, Columbia University School of Public Health; and Robert E. Wittes, Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center.

About 550 pages, 290 illustrations. About $12.75.

Ready February. Order code 8928.

TABLE OF CONTENTS (Abridged)

1. THE ECOLOGY OF NATURAL SYSTEMS
   What is Ecology? ■ Energy ■ Nutrient Cycles ■ Ecosystems and Natural Balance ■ Major Ecosystems of the Earth ■ The Ecological Niche ■ Interactions between Species ■ Sporadic and Cyclic Disruptions ■ Natural Succession ■ The Role of People

2. HUMAN ADAPTATION TO ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE
   The Biological Basis of Genetic Adaptation ■ The Influence of the Environment on the Gene Pool—Natural Selection ■ Adaptation by Learning ■ The Interaction between the Types of Adaptation

3. THE EXTINCTION OF SPECIES
   Evolution and the Extinction of Species in Prehistoric Times ■ Factors Leading to the Destruction of Species in Modern Times ■ Current Trends in Species Extinction ■ The Nature of the Loss

4. THE GROWTH OF HUMAN POPULATIONS

5. ENERGY: RESOURCES, CONSUMPTION, AND POLLUTION
   Energy Consumption ■ Energy and Power ■ Work by Man, Beast and Machine ■ The First Law of Thermodynamics (or "You Can't Win") ■ Our Fossil Fuel Supply ■ Environmental Problems Caused by Coal Mining and Oil Drilling ■ Transportation of Fuels: A Case of the Alaskan Pipeline ■ Nuclear Fuels ■ Thermal Pollution ■ Energy: An Overview
Distinctively advanced optical efficiency

Research quality images in a standard priced instrument...that's what you'll get with the new Bausch & Lomb Balplan Microscope. Whether you're using it alone or consulting with another through the dual-viewing module, the new, innovative optical system will show you images true in detail, color, contrast.

We've combined lateral color correcting flint and crown glasses as well as fluorite elements in a completely new system. Multi-Film coatings minimize glare. Flat fields sharp to the edge, plus extra wide field coverage (up to 17% more area) make viewing and photography richly rewarding.

Color coded, ball detent positioned achromatic, flat field objectives start with a new 2.5X and feature the spring loaded 40X and 100X oil. All are parfocal, par-centered and interchangeable. Of course, the system is infinity corrected. There is also a selection of apochromats.

A complete line of condensers plus a full choice of integral illuminators fulfill every requirement of the system.

Put it all together and you'll agree that Balplan is different—truly one-of-a-kind.

LOOK INTO BALPLAN. No other microscope system offers so much for so little...a premium quality, research type microscope at up to half the price of another brand of comparable quality. See for yourself in a live demonstration in your lab with your own specimens. Send for new 24-page full color catalog 31-2411 and our free demonstration offer.

TM. Balplan is a Bausch & Lomb Tradename.
There's no Nomarski like Zeiss Nomarski... we can prove it.

A Zeiss Photomicroscope equipped for Nomarski Differential Interference Contrast was used at the Department of Biological Sciences, University of Denver, to resolve Amphipleura Pellucida, the most difficult-to-resolve of all diatoms. The resulting photomicrograph partly reproduced below is an asymptotic approach to the theoretical limits of light microscopy. The next step, with all its costs, is electron microscopy.

Zeiss Nomarski Differential Interference Contrast equipment is the world's best. This versatile phase- and amplitude-contrast system generates contrast optically. Light waves traversing slightly different optical paths interfere producing an "optically shadow-cast" image relatively free from disturbance from out-of-focus details.

We'll be glad to send you details on Zeiss Differential Interference Contrast equipment for any Zeiss Microscope. Write Carl Zeiss, Inc., 444 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10018. Or call (212) 736-6070.

In Canada, write: 45 Valleybrook Drive, Don Mills 405, Ont., M3B 2S6. Or call (416) 449-4660.

Ask for leasing terms.

Nationwide service.

Publication printing cannot carry the detail that's there in this spectacular photomicrograph. For real proof, write for a free glossy print or circle reader service number.
Service to education

James G. Sucy is the name. Manager, Education Markets Services, is the title. Address: Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y. 14650. Phone: 716-724-4501. Function: to find the person in the best position to field any teacher's question that relates any Kodak product or service to the educational process. “Teacher” covers professor, educator, trainer, instructor—whatever you think it should cover. Patterns discerned in the questions will shape next year’s and next decade’s Kodak products and services.

Do you have any recommendations about making slide-tape instructional units?

What type of programs do you have for military trainers?

Does Kodak have any workshops for teachers?

Can you help me plan a new projection room?

What services does Kodak have for junior high schools?

Do you know of any schools where a student of mine can learn to be a photographer?

Please send me some information about photography at the grade-school level.

How does Kodak analyze and plan training programs?

I’d like to talk to someone about computer-assisted instruction for our industrial training.

Do you have any information about careers in photography?

If you have any information to help me start a high school photo club?

Does Kodak have any films for loan about picture-taking?

Would you send me information about the flexible classrooms in your new education center.

Should I use rear or front projection in our new building?

Our school of dentistry is individualizing. Do you have any information to assist us?

How can I make my own bios for my Kodak class?
Solubilizes better than anything available today.

And it is available today.
Plug our pyrolysis system into your inlet

If you would like to pyrolyze solid samples into volatile breakdown products, here's a simple system to help you do it. The Hamilton Pyrolysis Sampling System has a temperature control unit, a gas control unit, and a heated line with an injection needle that injects directly into your chromatograph's inlet. Scrapings or cuttings in milligram sizes are pyrolyzed at controlled temperatures up to 800°C with times and temperatures that are repeatable. The simple solution for solid sampling... for literature write to Hamilton Company, Post Office Box 17500, Reno, Nevada 89510.

HAMILTON
Sources for nuclear instrument calibration

All nuclear counting systems and most radio-analytical procedures require the use of calibrated reference sources to determine the efficiency of sample preparation, the absolute counting efficiency of the detection system, or to provide a convenient check on the proper performance of the instruments.

In the current catalog New England Nuclear lists over 100 reference sources of the most commonly used radionuclides—alpha, beta, gamma, simulated, electron, X-ray, and liquid scintillation; calibrated and uncalibrated; in rod, disc, and vial form. Each calibrated reference source is accompanied by a Certificate of Radioactivity Calibration which describes the method of fabrication and the method of assay and lists an analysis of the errors associated with the calibration measurement.

Orders for custom reference sources of other radionuclides are welcomed—we can supply sources of over 100 different radionuclides. Send for our free catalog.

after a lengthy discussion of the fact that a garbage collector can be replaced more easily than, say, a brain surgeon, they say, "Within science some men are more easily replaced than others. . . . It may not be necessary to have 80 percent of the scientific community occupied in producing 15 or 20 percent of the work that is used in significant scientific discoveries, if perhaps only half their number could produce the same work." Thus the fact that some men could be replaced becomes an indication that the work could be done even if these men were removed from the work force without being replaced.

Faulty logic is apparent in the introduction of evidence that a great deal of work in physics is not cited at all. Even if "cited" is equivalent to "used," this evidence is irrelevant to the main thesis. To say that some obscure physicists do not contribute is not to deny that many others do contribute. Obviously, in physics as in garbage collecting or sociology, some workers are unproductive, and that was true even when we had one-tenth as many physicists as we have today. It might be more relevant to see if the percentage of uncited work has increased as the number of physicists has grown.

In any event, because of the way the grant system works, it is unlikely that unproductive physicists absorb much of our research budget.

Many factors that could have a bearing on Cole and Cole's interpretation of their data are either ignored completely or else dismissed by the introduction of some questionable hypothesis.

1) They do not mention that some fields of research are more popular than others. A person working in acoustics will receive fewer citations than a worker in high energy physics.

2) The possibility of more than one "generation of influence" on a paper is dismissed with a hypothesis that a search of further generations would not add many names that "appear more than once." But these names are the very names that the Ortega hypothesis is all about. It seems odd to set out to test a hypothesis concerning the effects of obscure researchers, then to say we do not have to look very far for these effects because these men can be replaced, and finally to say that we could therefore have progress without them or without any replacements for them.

3) Although Ortega specifically re-
ferred to "experimental science," Cole and Cole make no distinction between experimental and theoretical work, and they use the words "work" and "ideas" interchangeably. Consider a 1968 paper by Gell-Mann, Oakes, and Renner (1) in the 1971 Science Citation Index. It cited 26 papers; all were by theorists. A check of the cited papers shows that almost all of the papers cited in them were also by theorists. The only references to experimental work were "second-generation" citations of books or review articles. But review articles were excluded from Cole and Cole's study because they would "distort . . . [their] results." Thus their methods must lead to the conclusion that Gell-Mann et al. are not influenced by experimental results!

Recognition of the difference between theory and experiment makes the "Pointilliste" analogy more understandable. We may say that experimentalists fill in points on the canvas, while theorists try to recognize the picture that emerges. Eventually a theorist will say, "Aha, it's a giraffe (or an octet)."

Maybe the theorist does not need every point in order to recognize the giraffe; maybe some experimenters fill in more points than others; maybe some workers are filling in some obscure cloud in the background instead of parts of the giraffe. But if too many points are missing, the picture is unrecognizable; theorists are already asking for points that are not being filled in because of budget limitations. It is difficult to decide, before the picture is recognized, which points will be significant, and thus where to place our dwindling resources, but it must be better to base the decision on analysis of the physics rather than on mere numerology.

JOHN D. MCGERVEY
Department of Physics,
Case Western Reserve University,
Cleveland, Ohio 44106
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Being intrigued by the hypothesis of Cole and Cole that the "contribution to scientific progress" of an individual can be determined by "citation analysis," I decided to engage in the exercise in ego gratification that this hypothesis suggests. Looking up my own work in the 1972 Science Citation Index, I found, among other things, two references to a humorous letter I wrote to the editor of Physics Today (1) about what physics would have been like if the
It amounts to the same thing. Everytime.

With our new Micro BIOPETTE semi-automatic pipettes, you set the lambda gauge, and then deliver exactly the same amount of liquid everytime (until you re-set the lambda gauge). It's accurate, and more reproducible than hand pipetting.

All of which make our Micro BIOPETTE ideal in applications where accuracy and reproducibility are musts.

Our Micro BIOPETTE pipette is available in two size ranges. The 100 lambda size provides 3 volumes: 50 ul, 70 ul, and 100 ul. The 30 lambda size provides 4 volumes: 10 ul, 15 ul, 25 ul, and 30 ul. In addition we offer two other BIOPETTE pipettes to complete our line of semi-automatic pipettes: 0.2 ml and 1.0 ml.

For more information on our complete line of semi-automatic pipettes write us. Schwarz/Mann, Division of Becton, Dickinson and Company, 163 Mountain View Avenue, Orangeburg, New York 10962.

Robert J. Yaes
Department of Physics, Memorial University of Newfoundland, St. Johns, Newfoundland, Canada
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The criticisms of our article fall into two categories: (i) Citations are an inadequate way to measure the quality of scientific work or intellectual influences on it; and (ii) the conclusions we reach concerning the size of science are not warranted by the data.

First consider the specific criticisms that are made of the use of citations.

1) The number of citations received by an article is dependent upon the "popularity" of the specialty (McGervy). This is only partially true. The sheer size of a field is not, in fact, closely related to the number of citations papers receive. While large specialties have more participants, they also have more literature to draw upon. Papers published in the larger specialty of solid-state physics, for example, do not receive more citations than those published in the smaller specialty of high energy physics. Further, McGervy assumes that the popularity of a specialty has nothing to do with the current opinion by scientists of the relative importance of work done in that specialty. Is acoustics merely a less popular specialty than high energy physics, or does high energy physics, more than acoustics, address a set of questions which are seen by physicists as more central to the advance of physics in general?

2) Experimentalists "fill in points on the canvas, while theorists try to recognize the picture that emerges" (McGervy). Two things are implied here: that experimentalists make many minor (infrequently cited) discoveries that contribute to the syntheses of the theoreticians and that theoreticians frequently do not cite the work of experimentalists that they have used. Important experimental work and technical innovations are frequently cited. For example, the most cited scientist in the 1971 Science Citation Index (SCI), O. H. Lowry, is cited for the development of a technique. Also consider the paper by J. H. Christenson et al. (1) reporting the violation of CP (charge and parity) conservation. In the first 5 years after it was published, this article received a total of 369 citations. Although Christenson, a graduate student at the time, was the first author, the two senior authors, J. W. Cronin and V. L. Fitch, received a total of 261 and 160 citations, respectively, to other papers on which they were the first author. On the matter of influential work going uncited, this certainly happens in specific papers. What is important, however, is whether or not there is significant work which received few or no citations in the entire body of literature. One only has to consider the example used by Goudsmit himself. Although Fellgett and Jacquinot are not cited by Becker and Farrar, Fellgett received 33 citations and Jacquinot 42 (not counting self-citations) in the 1972 SCI. These totals would put them in the top 10 to 15 percent of all scientists. Although any one paper may fail to cite a paper that has been influential in its genesis, the critical point, which is missed by Goudsmit, is that the probability of an important paper going uncited in the entire body of literature is low.

3) One of the most frequent criticisms of the use of citation counts to measure the quality of work is that it is impossible to tell the difference between a "positive" and a "negative" citation. This criticism is based upon an incorrect definition of high-quality work. "Correctness" is only one of the criteria we use in evaluating scientific work. Much trivial work is "correct," and much important work turns out in historical retrospect to have been "incorrect." If we take Kuhn's (2) argument seriously, then the work of most of the great figures in the history of science was in a sense "incorrect." A paper which is important enough to receive a large number of critical citations is probably a significant contribution. Why would a large number of scientists waste their time pointing out a trivial error? In fact, they do not.
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Papers which are trivial and receive critical citations will not accumulate large numbers of citations. Thus, Yaes' letter, which received two critical citations, is not, even by our own rough empirical measure, a significant contribution.

4) Counting citations in an inadequate way to evaluate individual scientists when tenure or other similar decisions are made. We cannot emphasize strongly enough that we totally agree with this point. Nowhere have we ever suggested that citations be used as a basis for rewards. Sociologists use citation analysis to study the community of scientists, not individual scientists per se. In any large aggregate of scientists there will be a relatively high correlation between the number of citations received and other methods of evaluation. There will always be individual cases, of course, where the rough statistical measure is inaccurate. Using citation counts to determine the future of a scientist's career would be committing the "fallacy of misplaced concreteness," would be reifying the statistical indicator, and would be grossly unfair to the individuals involved. Although counting citations is indeed a rough way to measure quality and influence, it has allowed us to address a whole range of substantive problems which, heretofore, were not negotiable because there was no adequate measure of research performance. Max Delbruck was well aware of the need at times for adopting less than perfect measures, as long as the scientist is aware that his measures are crude. His "principle of limited sloppiness" (3) does not, of course, excuse muddled thinking or poor logic. But his idea shows an acute awareness of the processes by which knowledge advances at various stages in the development of disciplines.

Finally a word about criticism by some natural scientists of work in the sociology of science. When a physicist publicly criticizes the work of another physicist, he is usually advised to be at least somewhat familiar with the literature on the subject of debate. When some natural scientists publicly criticize the work of sociologists of science, they do not appear to be familiar with literature on the topic. The criticisms about citation counts in the letters here are a case in point. There is now a substantial body of literature on the methodological problems involved in using citation counts. Virtually all criticisms raised in these

letters have been analyzed in some detail in this literature. Critics of citation analysis have a responsibility to familiarize themselves with this literature.

The second criticism of our paper suggests that even if most scientists are indeed rarely cited (accepting this indicator of influence as valid), this does not mean that scientific progress would be unaffected by a reduction in the number of scientists. Consider McGervey's implicit assumption that, since all research scientists might contribute some slight piece of relevant knowledge, they are therefore deserving of support. In a world in which resources were unlimited, we too would be in favor of the society supporting anyone who wanted to be a scientist. Science is certainly an intrinsically more interesting and worthwhile endeavor than many others. Unfortunately, we live in a world in which there is a limitation on available resources. In such a situation, rather than bemoan the sad state of science, it is the responsibility of the scientific community to consider how the limited resources we do have can be most effectively utilized.

Nowhere in our article do we suggest that there should be any cutback in the level of spending for scientific research and development. Our findings raise the issue, however, of whether limited resources might best be concentrated in support of the relatively small number of scientists who have the highest probability of making significant discoveries. We hypothesize that such a policy would not bring about a decline in the rate of scientific progress. We do not claim to have proved this conclusively. We claim to have presented enough data in support of hypothesis to merit its further consideration.

JONATHAN R. COLE
Department of Sociology, Columbia University, New York 10027

STEPHEN COLE
Department of Sociology, State University of New York, Stony Brook 11790
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The new Gilson Micro-fractionator is only so big!

It's an ideal combination of low cost, small size and rugged construction!

THE MODEL FC-80E — drop counting or time-actuated Fraction Collector. Single-unit collector with base, drop detector, timer and electronic digital counter; includes 2 test tube racks. Holds 80 glass test tubes 13 x 100 mm (9 ml).

*Size: 29 x 15 cm (11 1/2 x 6 in.)

Write or phone
Gilson Medical Electronics, Inc.
3000 West Beltline Highway
P.O. Box 27
Middleton, Wisconsin 53562
Telephone 608/836-1551

Model FC-80E
An electronic digital counter indicates elapsed number of drops or elapsed time per tube
Most of your Bio Med problems can be solved by an unknown.

Say goodbye to time sharing. Give the pocket calculator to your kids. Stop wasting your time doing math with a pencil.

If you've got statistical problems, we've got a solution. The Compucorp Micro Statistician. The professional's machine.

The Statistician is a hand-held, battery operable Micro Computer that thinks the way you think.


The Micro Statistician is the first and only hand-held Micro Computer with built-in standard deviation (grouped or ungrouped), linear regression, z-score, t-dependent and independent, logs and anti-logs, coefficient or correlation, expected y from regression coefficients, slope and intercept.

The Micro Statistician is also the first hand-held statistical machine that's programmable. It allows you to have two 80-step programs in memory at the same time. Which means repetitive calculations are a snap. You can do register arithmetic in and out of all ten storage registers. And you can set the decimal point anywhere you want it. And change it whenever you want to.

The Compucorp Statistician is the first hand-held machine with 13-digit accuracy and a big, bright 10-digit display. It's also the first one with an algebraic keyboard and nested parentheses.

Get all the facts on Compucorp Micro Computers. We may be an unknown to you, but we're already solving tough Bio Med problems around the world.

See your local Compucorp dealer. Or write Computer Design Corporation, 12401 Olympic Boulevard, Los Angeles, California 90064.
Paul Erdős: The Art of Counting
selected writings edited by Joel Spencer

The aim of this selection of over 80 papers from Erdős's vast mathematical output is to bring together his most important contributions to combinatorial analysis, graph theory, and related areas. They span nearly 40 years of continuous creativity. $22.50
The MIT Press Cambridge, Mass. 02142

To order this book
Circle No. 118 on Readers' Service Card

Strategies of Biochemical Adaptation
by Peter Hochachka and George N. Somero

Demonstrates the biochemical traits that enable an organism to survive and flourish in its environment: alteration of the concentration of macromolecular constituents in the cell, alteration of types of macromolecules, and modulation in micromolecular activity. Flow charts and diagrams depict environmental effects on physiologic processes. Published by W. B. Saunders Co. 1973, 336 pp., $7.50

To order this book
Circle No. 120 on Readers' Service Card

Recent Reprints

Morgan—Principles of Radiation Protection $15.95
Mowrer—Learning Theory & Behavior 14.50
Park—Plastics Film Tech. 11.75
Raper—Genus Asparagus 24.50
Scheflan—Handbook of Solvents 22.00
Shneider—Obstet. Anesth. 13.50
Krieger Publishing Co., Inc.
P.O. Box 542, Huntington, N.Y. 11743

To order this book
Circle No. 123 on Readers' Service Card

Developmental Stages in Human Embryos, Including a Survey of the Carnegie Collection, Part A. Embryos of the First Three Weeks (Stages 1 to 9), by Edwin O'Rahty, C.W. Pub. 631

The first detailed, systematic description of the earliest stages of human development. The first 3 postovulatory weeks are divided into 9 embryonic stages, each illustrated by photographs and drawings. Includes subject and specimen indexes and bibliographic material. Published by Carnegie Institution of Washington. 1973, 367 pp., 75 figs., $5.00.

To order this book
Circle No. 121 on Readers' Service Card

Intracellular Staining in Neurobiology, edited by Stanley B. Kater and Charles Nicholson

This book brings together an international group of contributors to survey current experience with intracellular staining based on Procion dye and cobalt ions in living cells. 1973, xiii, 332 pp., 265 illus.; cloth, $24.80.

Published by Springer-Verlag, New York Inc., 175 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10010

To order this book
Circle No. 119 on Readers' Service Card

* * *

Intracellular Staining in Neurobiology

An international group of researchers brings together

- all aspects of current experience with modern intracellular staining techniques
- applications of these methods to a wider variety of problems

Specific chapters deal with

- Procion dye as a marker for ultrastructural investigations
- use of cobalt as a staining compound
- implementation of computer techniques
- discussion of the applications to the study of the nervous system in major invertebrate and vertebrate groups

Edited by
Stanley B. Kater
Department of Zoology, University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa

Charles Nicholson
Department of Physiology and Biophysics, Division of Neurobiology, University of Iowa, Oakdale, Iowa 1973, xiii, 332 pp., 265 illus.; cloth $24.80

Springer-Verlag
New York
Heidelberg
Berlin
175 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10010

American Association for the Advancement of Science
1515 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W. Washington, D.C. 20005

To order this book
Circle No. 123 on Readers' Service Card

Energy and the Future

A new and authoritative AAAS book takes a long range look at energy. The broad scope and balanced perspective make it a valuable resource for anyone wishing to explore the scientific and technological bases of the energy dilemma. Presently in use as a text in more than thirty universities and colleges.

"At last book on energy that gives a comprehensive overview of emerging energy technologies. It reads like a What's What in Energy Research."
Business Week, August 1973

Price: $9.95 ($8.95 Member price)
Casebound $4.95 ($4.45 Member price)
Paperbound

Send to Dept. EB

AAAS

Second Printing

... Just Off the Press
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AAAS
VERSATILE POWER SUPPLY
5 operating modes • stabilized power output

New, advanced DC power supply with silicon-controlled rectifier circuit makes automatic compensation for fluctuations in load resistance which protects samples and media from overheating. Size 16" x 9" x 7".

Operates completely unattended for unlimited periods of time.

A large selection of other power supplies ranging up to 10,000 volts is available from Shandon Southern Instruments, Inc., 515 Broad Street, Sewickley, Pennsylvania 15143 (Pittsburgh District).

Some are more expensive...
None are more reliable

Buchler Flash Evaporators

Some flash evaporators look like ours but don't offer the same benefits. For instance, our patented rotating seal provides a vacuum tight system for reliability and minimum wear. What's more, Buchler Flash Evaporators cost less. And you can choose from a wide variety of models, including variable speed, for batch type operations or continuous flow. Contact us for a comprehensive brochure.

SEARLE

Buchler Instruments
Division of Searle Analytic Inc.
1327 Sixteenth Street
Fort Lee, New Jersey 07024


Environment and Cancer. Proceedings of a symposium, Houston, Mar. 1971. Published for the University of Texas at Houston by Williams and Wilkins, Baltimore, 1972. xvi, 476 pp., illus. $19.


Freedom of Oceanic Research. A Study


Electrical Science.


